Reno Criminal Lawyer Jesse B. Kalter Is Now an Ethically Certified Attorney Guide Family Member

Posted on Tuesday, May 28, 2013


Jesse B. Kalter is the newest Reno criminal lawyer to join the Attorney Guide legal family.

Reno, NV -- (SBWire) -- 05/28/2013 -- The Reno criminal lawyer Jesse B. Kalter. Jesse B. Kalter has been officially certified through the Attorney Guide ethical certification program. This means that Jesse has had an entirely ethical legal career and is now easy to find through the searchable database at the Attorney Guide website. Jesse B. Kalter passed the ethical certification process with no difficulty. This ensures that Jesse has at least one full year of courtroom based legal experience and that every bar organization that Jesse has held membership on certifies that he has no ethical disciplinary actions on his record. Attorney Guide makes it easy for Nevada travelers and residents to find quality legal representation in a hurry. Jesse B. Kalter is exactly the kind of Reno criminal lawyer that the Attorney Guide program epitomizes.

About Jesse B. Kalter
Jesse B. Kalter is an exceptional Reno criminal lawyer and can assist Nevadans and visitors anywhere in the Northern Nevada Region. His practice extends through Fernley, Reno and Carson City, as well as all the way into Lyon County. Jesse has extensive experience in providing criminal defenses for a wide range of legal issues ranging from DUI’s and misdemeanors to major felony charges. Jesse has received countless positive verdicts in and around the Northern Nevada area and provides an aggressive legal representation for clients who need to have their rights protected. Jesse Kelter Law works to take the stress and pressure off of defendants while Jesse focuses on the important details of the case. Jesse will continue to have his ethical standing investigated by Attorney Guide at a minimum of every sixty days. This ensures that, like all Attorney Guide family members, his ethical record remains unblemished as long as he is a proud member of the Attorney Guide legal family.

More information on Reno criminal lawyer Jesse B. Kalter is available on the Attorney Guide website.
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